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22,700 EUR out of which
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North Macedonia

RATIONALE
Self-employment through free lancing or 'non-standard1 forms of
employment has become a contemporary feature of labor markets
globally and in the region



Symptoms

Changes are driven by shifts in the world of work (e.g., increase in
other forms of nonstandard employment), increased role of
digitalization and regulatory improvements



Which
market
systems

More workers to get integrated into the labor market due to an array of
benefits to todays workforce such as flexibi lity in terms of hours and
location



The market for certain skills in freelancing is changing faster than ever
and jobs are becoming more specialized. Yet, many of the job vacancies
remain unfil led and firms struggle to recru it people with the right skills to
profile



How
the system
is not working

Private sector enterprises in emerging freelancing businesses lack
adapted human resource strategies (e.g., training to identifying the sets of
skil ls that they need to hire from the market)





Little is known about the benefits of self-employment through freelancing
leading to limited labor participation

Root causes
Mismatch between on the one hand the skills being nurtured and developed
by the countrys education and training providers as well as relevant intermed
iation services through better information and on the other those demanded by
employers, incapacitating the development of self-employment through
freelancing


Why

Underperformance of business services in particu lar adapting the human
resource strategies of private sectorenterprises in self-employment through
freelancing for attracting more labor participation by prospective freelancers
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BUSINESS MODEL
RECONOMY integrated the pilot intervention "Self-employment through freelancing" with 5 market
actors (training centers) in North Macedonia, proposing different business models to achieve outreach
among young people and women. SEDC proposed a business model that focused on a particular target
group of disadvantaged women (single mothers or women with rare diseases).
SEDC together with RECONOMY would jointly:
 Test adapted curriculum for Digital Marketing and pilot training for disadvantaged groups with at
least 20 people from the target group
 Increase the access outreach for digital training from disadvantaged women
 Develop curriculum and test the training for freelancing to at least 70 people (including the Digital
Marketing pilot)
In addition to the objective of partnership, the pilot intervention activity aimed to:
 Inform and empower the target group to consider the possibilities of professional self-employment
 Equip the target group with applicable skills and competencies

SEDC

Provides hard
and soft skill
knowledge
for freelancers

Training
module for
freelancers

Trainees
pay for
training
Competency of
trainees for
market increased

Trainee
Enables trainees to
sell their services

Access to
freelancing
platforms

PROGRESS

68 educated people
for hard skills and freelancing,
out of them 51 women,
all from vulnerable groups

9 self-employed,
out of them
6 women

